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Abstract: Collective impact is a well-known approach to changemaking that involves 

establishing a set of five conditions for change. This mixed methods case study of an arts 

education initiative combines a longitudinal network analysis of partnership dynamics with a 

qualitative analysis of situated narratives about learning and partnership to provide a deeper, 

empirically-based understanding of how and to what extent the conditions of collective impact 

operate in practice to support changemaking. 

Introduction 
Collective impact (Kania & Kramer, 2011) is one of a variety of systems, complexity and ecological models of 

changemaking. The model posits that five conditions for “alignment” should be set for change emergence: a 

common agenda, shared measurement systems, mutually reinforcing activities, continuous communication, and 

backbone support organizations (p. 39). While there has been widespread adoption and funding of collective 

impact initiatives over the past decade, there have been few empirical studies of how these five conditions for 

alignment operate on individual or (inter)organizational practice to support collective changemaking. We think 

the learning sciences can help. The goal of this ongoing study is to apply contemporary sociocultural and 

sociomaterial conceptualizations of learning as a relational, distributed and situated phenomenon for an 

empirically-grounded and programmatically helpful analysis of the dynamics and mechanisms of change in a 

collective impact initiative. We will show how individuals, groups and organizations learn in ways that 

reconfigure the networked collective and contribute to its impacts.  

Framework and method 
This is a mixed methods single-case embedded study (Yin, 2014) of the ecosystem of schools and arts education 

providers assembled via Southtown’s (pseudonym) arts education collective impact initiative, the Learning and 

Arts Collective (pseudonym). The study combines a six-year longitudinal network analysis (Carolan, 2014) of 

arts education partnerships with a qualitative narrative analysis (Czarniawska, 2004) of partnership types, 

conditions and dynamics of formation. A cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) framework (Engeström, 

2008) and related sociomaterial concepts of competence in assemblage (Callon, 1990) and learning as a process 

of relational (re)configuration (Suchman, 2007) are employed to examine how the network is enacted over time 

at multiple levels (individual to social) per a variety of objects (goals, objectives, projects), and via subjects 

(partners and schools), communities, tools, rules, norms and roles. This framework helps us examine collective 

goals and activity as dialogic and multivoiced, and provides a systematic and theory-based way of identifying and 

interpreting the contradictions that schools and non-school arts education partners must grapple with in 

partnership. From a CHAT perspective, it is these contradictions that drive learning and change in the ecosystem. 

 Data is drawn from three primary sources: (1) an annual inventory of arts partnerships at all schools in 

the district collected from 2013 through the 2018 academic year; (2) semi-structured narrative interviews with a 

purposive sample of schools and arts partners; and (3) digital artifacts of partners and partnership activities (e.g. 

websites and social media posts). Our analytical approach involved an initial characterization of partners in the 

district’s partnership inventory based on digital artifact data. We tagged partners and partnerships in the inventory 

according to the apparent object (Engeström, 2008) of their partnership activity. Next, we transformed all six 

years of the partnership inventory into a network graph for longitudinal visualization and quantitative 

characterization in R using igraph and related packages for network analysis. We then developed a purposive 

sample of partners and schools for interview, selecting participants based on their ability to provide historical 

narrative accounts of specific network neighborhoods, change trends, and objects revealed in the network 

analysis. Interviews were used to “provoke the telling of stories” (Czarniawska, 2004) about who partners are, 

why and how they do what they do, and how partnerships form and evolve. Interviews were transcribed, and our 

CHAT framework was used to surface and analyze key contradictions emerging within and among individuals, 

organizations and assemblages in the collective. The stories collected through interviews bring a first-hand logical 

and narrative sense (Bruner, 2009) to structural visualizations of network dynamics. 

Findings and discussion 
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 Here we present and discuss some preliminary data and findings, and demonstrate how our analytical approach 

can link diverse, situated achievements of individual and organizational learning to observed network dynamics. 

Learning as networked reconfiguration 
Overall, we find the arts partnership network to be large and diverse (Figure 1a), comprised of over 778 distinct 

schools and arts partners and over 10,444 partnership interactions across all years. We see evidence of network-

level learning in the form of high-level reconfiguration over time, for instance in the gradual emergence of clusters 

of school-to-school partnerships (Figure 1b). We also see learning at the level of the individual arts partner, for 

instance in how the Metro Theater reconfigures and grows its network neighborhood from year to year, embedding 

itself more broadly and deeply in the arts education ecosystem (Figure 1c).  
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b. Clusters of school-to-school partnerships over time

 
c. Embeddedness of the Metro Theater over time 

 
Figure 1. a. All partners and partnerships from the 2013 to 2018 academic years. b. Clustering over time of 

school-to-school partnerships (per multi-level modularity optimization algorithm in igraph). c. Snapshots of the 

Metro Theater’s (pseudonym) network, showing increases in total individual partners and frequency of 

engagement. 

Diverse mechanism of learning 
Employing the CHAT framework to analyze narratives of partnership activity, we surfaced a variety of 

developmental contradictions and related learning responses that help explain observed reconfigurations of the 

network. Some of this learning was supported by the five conditions of collective impact. The Metro Theater, for 

example, reported that the common agenda set by the Learning and Arts Collective facilitated the difficult work 

of justifying and initiating partnerships by reinforcing the fundamental legitimacy of arts education work. The 

theater also employed the Learning and Arts Collective’s backbone organization to develop a more synoptic and 

strategic sense of the overall network of schools. While Metro Theater’s early growth in the network depended 

on passive “word of mouth” relationship-building and the more-or-less random movement of teacher champions 

from school to school, the backbone organization helped them better detect and strategically select partnerships 

in ways that minimized what they perceived as unproductive competition, and helped them maximize their impact.  

Going forward, we aim to document learning mechanisms and link them to network dynamics. 

Conclusion 
By combining longitudinal structural descriptions of the arts partnership network with situated narratives of 

learning and changemaking, this study reveals a bit more of the social in a dynamic social network, and gives us 

a better sense of how received concepts and principles of collective impact (Kania & Kramer, 2011) play out in 

day-to-day practice. We think this can help advance and adapt the collective impact model in theory and practice.  
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